
Translucent, sound absorbing and colourful! In addition, the twill binding makes Billow incredi-
bly soft providing a beautiful drape. The weave construction with three yarn colours creates an 
intriguing, slightly colour shifting surface which offers an easy way to use the fabric as a transition 
between other colours and materials in a room. Colours with a mixture of hues across the colour 
wheel as well as the tone-on-tone versions gives a broad palette of expressions to work with.

The palette is ranging from soft neutrals combined with modern, quirky pastels and some brave 
high contrasts. All inspired by the colours that can be found in our wonderful nature. The double- 
faced fabric with different tones on each side provides numerous options to use Billow creatively, 
as a room divider or as room in the room or layering as above. The possibilities are endless!
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One fabric – two colour options
Choose which side (A or B) you prefer 
to use as front
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Design Almedahls Design Studio

Material 100% Polyester Trevira CS

Light transmission Translucent

Openess factor 0%

Repeat -

Turnable design Yes

Width 305 cm, 120 inch

Weight 250 g/m2, 7,4 oz/yd2

Light fastness 
SS-EN ISO 105-B02 (scale 1-8)

5 - 6

Colour fastness to laundering 
SS-EN ISO 105-C06 (scale 1-5)

4 - 5

Shrinkage 
SS-EN ISO 6330+A1

< 2%

Care instructions i r  å   t   n
Can be washed in 70ºC

Fire resistance standard DIN 4102-B1
NFP 92-504/503/505/507-M1 
EN 13773 class 1 

Sound Class
SS-EN ISO 354

C

Alfa Value 0,60

Sustainability profile ÖkoTex
Five Zero Green
SS-EN ISO 14001:2004

Other info Double- faced fabric, different 
colour on each side.

Can be used railroaded to create 
a 2,8 m drop.

Product Specification
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